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Electrically driven distributed propulsion has been presented as a possible solution to
reduce aircraft noise and emissions, despite increasing global levels of air travel. In order to
realise electrical propulsion, novel aircraft electrical systems are required. Since the electrical
system must maintain security of power supply to the motors during flight, the protection
devices employed on an electrical propulsion aircraft will form a crucial part of system design.
However, electrical protection for complex aircraft electrical systems poses a number of
challenges, particularly with regard to the weight, volume and efficiency constraints specific
to aerospace applications. Furthermore, electrical systems will need to operate at higher
power levels and incorporate new technologies, many of which are unproven at altitude and
in the harsh aircraft environment. Therefore, today’s commercially available aerospace
protection technologies are likely to require significant development before they can be
considered as part of a fault management strategy for a next generation aircraft. By mapping
the protection device trade space based on published literature to date, the discrepancy
between the current status of protection devices and the target specifications can be identified
for a given time frame. This paper will describe a process of electrical network design that is
driven by the protection system requirements, incorporates key technology constraints and
analyses the protection device trade space to derive feasible fault management strategies.

I. Introduction

E

lectrically driven propulsion has been presented as a possible solution to improve aircraft performance, reducing
noise and emissions, as global levels of air travel continue to increase by 5% per year 1. However, much of the
benefit of this concept hinges on the security of supply of electrical power to propulsors driven by electrical motors 2.
Since the electrical system is vital in maintaining sufficient levels of thrust, thus ensuring flight safety, robust electrical
fault protection and management is required. The electrical protection system for electrical propulsion aircraft must
therefore have a broader scope than that of conventional aircraft electrical systems, due to the increased criticality of
the electrical system. The protection system must encompass protection devices, the electrical network architecture,
failure modes and redundancy. These aspects of the protection system design for a given aircraft electrical system
form the Fault Management Strategy (FMS).
Any FMS for a future aircraft will be subject to a number of aero-specific constraints. The FMS must be efficient,
of minimal weight and be capable of an appropriately quick response to fault conditions 3 to be feasibly implemented
on an electrical propulsion aircraft. This is challenging as protection technologies which have been developed for
other applications will not have had to adhere to these constraints. This indicates that many conventional protection
devices may be unsuitable against a particular aircraft constraint or may not have been proven in the challenging
aircraft environment. Overcoming these obstacles requires the availability of high power density, high efficiency
protection devices which are of a suitable weight and volume for an aerospace application.
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A conventional aircraft electrical design methodology would involve selecting a baseline architecture to meet the
aircraft requirements. Then by performing trades with various aspects of electrical system performance, this initial
architecture would be altered in an iterative process in order to meet the system constraints, and in doing so, converge
on an optimal electrical architecture which incorporates all the necessary design considerations.
Whilst in any electrical architecture design process an initial starting configuration is desired, the authors propose
an alternative design methodology as an academic exercise. The design of electrical propulsion aircraft is both
challenging and subject to technology barriers. For example, protection devices rated for MW electrical systems which
are proven in an aircraft environment do not yet exist, and full scale testing of complete protection systems for
electrical propulsion aircraft (including measurement, control, load management and network reconfiguration) have
yet to be realised. Therefore, as the protection system for future aircraft is currently subject to a large degree of
uncertainty, it is beneficial to reduce the power system architectures solution space by eliminating protection
mechanisms which have little probability of success. The suggested novel approach aims to derive electrical
architectures, for which an adequate FMS can realistically be implemented using the electrical protection technologies
likely to be available within a given developmental timeframe.
This process is iterative, and the selection of FMS and thus architecture would recommence to capture variations
in aircraft requirements or available technologies. Since the FMS encapsulates many aspects of system design (e.g.
redundancy, choice of AC or DC power, number of power flow channels) it is imperative that the protection system
is considered at the outset, together with the design of the aircraft configuration. This prevents an electrical architecture
from being selected for an aircraft for which there are no suitable protection devices, or where the benefits of the
electrical propulsion system are negated by the weight penalty associated with their use.
A. Technology Roadmaps and Developments
The expected Entry Into Service (EIS) for various sizes and power ratings of electrical propulsion aircraft are
staggered across a number of defined timeframes, ranging from the present (N) to around 2040 (N+4)4. Aircraft
manufacturers must be able to finalise the electrical system design an appropriate period of time prior to the actual
EIS for the aircraft. Therefore, electrical protection devices must have reached high TRL, demonstrated the required
specifications and passed certification standards at this aircraft definition stage if they are to be suitable for use.
As aircraft electrical systems evolve across a range of power transmission arrangements (AC, DC or a mixed
combination) a greater variety of devices will be required to match these advances in system configuration. The
addition of large propulsive loads on the system and increased electrification of subsystems, means that future aircraft
protection devices will also have to operate at higher power ratings. This is likely to require novel protection devices
such as MVDC (Medium Voltage Direct Current) breakers and Superconducting Fault Current Limiters (SCFLs),
both of which are unproven in an aircraft application. Therefore, today’s commercially available protection devices
are likely to require significant development or substitution by a superior technology before the stringent FMS design
criteria can be met. Current and near future electrical propulsion aircraft are limited to small scale demonstrators or
general aviation aircraft. However, the number of passengers per aircraft and the electrical power ratings are set to
increase incrementally, with fully electric large passenger aircraft remaining a long term goal.

II. Database Criteria
In order to assess the discrepancy between current state-of-the-art and future optimal protection system capability,
it is necessary to establish the landscape regarding protection devices. A knowledge database has been compiled to
illustrate the current level of development of a variety of circuit breakers, SFCLs and power electronics converters
(which can offer a range of fault management functions) potentially suitable for distributed propulsion aircraft
applications. Since the rate of improvement of various technologies is unknown, devices have been considered across
a range of TRLs (Technology Readiness Level), from patented technologies to commercial products. This database
will be reviewed regularly in order to capture any shift in industry focus or significant improvements in a given
protection technology.
B. Technology Readiness Level Selection
The TRL for each device or project in the database was categorised based on the TRL stages developed by NASA5.
The exact TRL level (0-9) for some projects is difficult to ascertain based on the published data, so the TRL rating
has been simplified into three broad stages as follows:
1) Low TRL – evidence of patents, computational modelling and simulations or conceptual description
2) Medium TRL – evidence of lab based prototype, hardware testing or scaling up of initial testing
3) High TRL – evidence of extensive in-field testing or commercially available
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The TRL listed in the database is based on the latest available publications and is noted alongside the date of
publication for completeness.
C. Cross-discipline Technologies
The database presented in this paper enables identification of complexities introduced when applying devices
ordinarily used within HVDC (High Voltage Direct Current) systems, traction applications, terrestrial grids, naval and
marine systems, solar systems and electric vehicles to electrical propulsion aircraft. In reviewing the literature and
compiling the database to this point it is clear that there are no off-the-shelf protection devices which are currently
suitable for future aircraft. Therefore, in the first instance, devices which have been developed for other applications
must be considered. In order to demonstrate this, a number of application areas with particular relevance to aircraft
electrical systems are discussed below.
1. HVDC
HVDC electrical systems are advancing DC power technologies such as high voltage DC converters6. This may
be beneficial where aircraft systems are DC, since the TRL level and availability of devices should increase. This area
of the industry has also identified the need for standardisation of technologies and operating points, such as a common
DC voltage level7. As the standards for novel aircraft electrical systems are still under development and remain largely
undefined, this will prove useful as an indicator of the level of standards that future electrical aircraft protection devices
will have to comply with.
2. Terrestrial Grid
Micro-grids and smart grids are another application area with relevance to future aircraft. The type of protection
devices deployed on the national grid are normally large, robust, well established technologies, which dictates that
there would need to be a reduction in scale to aircraft systems. However, the pressure on the network to maintain everincreasing levels of supply and manage distributed generation mean that greater flexibility of network management
and protection is needed. This has led to the development and installation of novel SFCLs on congested networks 8,9
in the UK. If SFCLs can be proven in the field as a cost-effective and reliable means of reducing maximum fault
current, then there is a possibility that SFCLs might transfer to other applications where fault current limitation may
provide significant benefits. The increased level of monitoring and measurement that is being applied to smart grids 10
is also interesting for electric propulsion aircraft as the critical power train network is likely to include a large number
of sensors to ensure power quality and delivery is maintained.
3. Naval and Marine
Naval protection devices are of particular interest as there is a similar need for high reliability, high power density
and high speed of response, while the fact that naval electrical propulsion systems have reached a higher maturity
provides a testing ground for new technologies. Whilst naval systems are subject to weight and volume constraints,
these are not as stringent as for aircraft applications, and so it is not clear if and how devices and architecture
configurations will scale down. The naval circuit breaker devices and fault current limiters listed in the database are
much too sizeable for aircraft at present, and so reduction in weight and volume remains a key developmental goal.
Furthermore, electrical standards for the US Navy electric warship program are already under development11, and this
is seen as a key part of integrating electrical power technologies into future vessels. This provides a good basis for the
development of standards for future electrical aircraft systems as these specifications can be used as a reference for
standardising aspects of MVDC distribution and novel protection mechanisms.
4. Solar
Solar energy systems present an opportunity to advance aircraft protection technology. Since it is highly likely that
energy storage (possibly in the form of batteries, super capacitors, or magnetic energy storage) will play a role in
either the normal or faulted operation of the power train system, this requires power conversion where the system is
AC, or energy storage control where the system is DC. As the size of solar power plants have increased over recent
years the power conversion devices which have been developed to support this integration to the wider grid have also
achieved higher power ratings and reduced losses. However, similar to the naval systems these devices are still not on
a scale that would be feasible for an aircraft. Furthermore, there is a difference in how the energy storage is applied to
the network. The energy storage on an aircraft may need to be distributed throughout the network, as opposed to one
single converter supporting a large section of storage energy. Therefore, aircraft (again depending on the architecture)
may require multiple small, high power converters instead of a single large converter. This highlights that there is a
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possible complexity in applying this technology to aircraft, as it may not be possible to achieve similar levels of power
rating in a smaller scale device, whilst maintaining high efficiencies.
5. Electric Vehicle
Electric and hybrid electric vehicles are becoming increasingly common across the automotive sector, from
Formula 112 to leisure buggies to taxis13. Whilst the power levels are not comparable to aircraft electrical propulsion,
the focus on improving power density implies that protection devices for electric vehicles are likely to become more
compact. Automotive electrical power systems also require high level of safety criticality, similar to aircraft electrical
power systems. Aircraft protection devices should reflect a similar level of improvement over time. Electric vehicles
are also changing the public perception of electric transport and are demonstrating the feasibility of electric systems
replacing fossil fuel combustion engines.
6. Traction Vehicles
Electric power in traction vehicles is a well-established technology and so offers a useful comparison point for
protection technology development. Although the weight of the system is much less of a constraint in traction
applications compared to aircraft, there is extensive use of DC power transmission which may inform the use of DC
networks on aircraft. Furthermore, electrified railways allow a noise reduction in the vicinity of the track, particularly
where rails pass through residential areas. The potential to reduce noise is also a key driver for electrical propulsion
aircraft, especially given the aggressive noise reduction targets that have been identified by both NASA and the EU14.
D. Validity of Database Content
The database was compiled from recent protection device publications. It will require regular updates to reflect
developments in the technology. However, the date of publication may not in fact reflect the actual status of a current
project and so there is a degree of uncertainty in interpreting the availability of different devices. An additional
challenge is that data on some of the most pertinent and promising protection devices being commercially developed
may not be available in the public domain. The purpose of this paper is not to attempt to scope all possible protection
devices, but rather to give a snap shot of the current situation as far as possible, and to use that as a basis for a first
pass assessment of feasible FMSs. If a particular FMS is then selected from the range of possible FMS outcomes that
have been identified, then the next iteration of the literature review would be refocused to reflect this and the database
would be updated to include any relevant technologies or devices which may have not have been identified in the first
instance.

III. Protection Device Database
A. Circuit Breakers
Circuit breakers perform the key function of isolating a faulted section of the power system from the remainder of
the network, often under high current conditions. This functionality is essential in the realisation of safety critical
systems. Whilst the developed database contains information on both AC and DC circuit breaking technologies, this
paper will focus primarily on the DC breakers as DC transmission and distribution on an aircraft is considered as a
possible future electrical configuration which offers a number of benefits, including:
1) Electrical decoupling of the generators and motors, increasing efficiency of the machines
2) Greater flexibility of control of individual propulsor motors where propulsion is distributed across an array of
motors
3) Simpler integration of DC energy storage devices such as batteries, with less complex power electronics.
Since any section of MVDC network is likely to require a circuit breaker, MVDC circuit breakers are an important
protection technology for future aircraft. A review of state-of-the-art DC circuit breakers was undertaken, with
summary data stored in the protection device database. An excerpt of the data gathered is shown in Table 1, ordered
by TRL level then by date of publication.
B. Power Electronic Converters
Power electronics converters enable electrical decoupling of the motors from the generators or energy storage. A
decision has not been made as to the conditions for which either AC or DC transmission is preferable, yet it is likely
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that power electronics (AC-DC or AC-AC) will be required at the interface between the electrical machines and the
network. However, further studies, which are beyond the scope of this paper, are necessary to fully understand the
limits of converterless AC systems. This reinforces the notion that since the electrical architecture will be strongly
influenced by the feasible fault management solutions, and the FMS must define the electrical network design. By
control of the solid state switches (manipulating firing angle15,16,17, pulse width modulation control18) or current
blocking diodes19 within some topologies of power converters it is possible to limit fault current or de-energise the
downstream network when a fault occurs. If converters are included in an architecture for power conditioning
purposes, exploiting this potential dual functionality may provide a weight and efficiency benefit. The type of switches
and the chosen semi-conductor material is also an area for consideration, since this impacts on voltage ratings,
switching frequency, packaging etc., and is therefore relevant to the final weight and efficiency of the converter. A
review of devices which are currently in development across a range of application areas was undertaken to assess the
viability of this technology for use in a FMS. A selection of the data obtained in the database is shown in Table 3.

Table 1: Excerpt of data from DC Circuit Breaker database
Developer
Technology Type
Application

Voltage
Rating (kV)

TRL

Date
Publication

Eaton AVD60

Solid State DC
Breaker

Naval

2

High

2007

Helmut Schmidt University,
Airbus Group Innovation44

HVDC SSPC

0.54

Medium

2000

Virginia Polytech. Inst. &
State Univ61

Emitter Turn-off
Thyristor-based DC
Circuit Breaker

MEA/
Future DC
aircraft grids
High power
systems

2.5

Medium

2002

ABB Schweiz, Ecole
Polytechnique
Fédérale de Lausanne62
Industrial Education
College, Cairo, Northumbria
University, University of
Durham63
ABB64

Hybrid CB IGCTs

Rail

1.5

Medium

2006

Solid-State FaultCurrent Limiting
and Interrupting
Device
HVDC Breaker

LV
Distribution
networks

0.23

Medium

2006

Grid

320

Medium

2012

Eidgenössischen
Technischen Hochschule
Zürich65
Diversified Technologies,
Inc.66
Creative Energy Solutions67

Hybrid DC breaker

MVDC

12

Medium

2001

MVDC IGBT
Converter
Z source breaker
DC
Improved z source
breaker

Naval

10-20

Low

2011

Naval

6

Low

2010

Naval

6

Low

2011

MIT Sea Grant College
Program68
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of

Table 3: Excerpt from power converter database
Developer
Technology
Year
of
Publication
Universität der Bundeswehr, AC-AC
2005
Siemens69
converter
Pusan National University, CSI
2007
Pusan, Republic of Korea70
Ruhr-University Bochum71
MMC
2013
Florida
ABB18

State

University,

TRL
level
Medium

Power
Rating
5 MW

Medium

1.2 kVA

Medium

3.9 MW

Application
AC driven traction
vehicles
Solar PV connection to
grid
Shipboard systems

MMC AC-DC

2015

Medium

1.25
MVA

Shipboard systems

University of Aberdeen72

DC-DC
converter

2009

Low

5 MW

DC source
interface

Southeast University, China
and Hong Kong University73

CSC

2010

Low

2.4 MW

Wind turbine connection

Table 2: Excerpt from SFCL database
Developer
Technology
Phases
SuperPower74
CAS75
Innovative
Technomics USA
LLC76
Innopower77
Zenergy77
Nexans20
Nexans20
DAPAS Korea,
KEPRI/LSIS20
Applied
Superconductor
Limited, Northern
Powergrid9
Hyundai78
Siemens/AMSC79
Arkansas Power
Electronics
International,
Inc.41
University of
Wollongong/
Zenergy80
Toshiba, Fujikura
Ltd81
ERSE Spa20
AMSC, Siemens,
and Nexans20

to

Resistive
Rectifier
Type
Dynamic
ambient
temperature
magnetic core
Saturable
Core
Saturable
Core
Hybrid
Resistive
Hybrid

1-phase
3-phase

Voltage
(kV)
8.6
10.5

3-phase

12

High

Unknown

Naval

2011

3-phase

35

High

27000

Grid

2009

3-phase

15

High

20000

Grid

2009

3-phase
3-phase
3-phase

24
12
22.9

High
High
High

Unknown
2500
907

Grid
Grid
Grid

2012
2012
2012

Saturated
Core

3-phase

33

High

Unknown

Grid

2013

Resistive
Resistive
Solid state

1-phase
1-phase
1-phase

13.2
7.5
4.16

Medium
Medium
Medium

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Grid
Grid
Naval

2008
2008
2009

Saturated
Core

3-phase

0.4 (lineline)

Medium

Unknown

Grid

2009

Magnetic coil

3-phase

6.6

Medium

Unknown

Grid

2009

Resistive
Hybrid

3-phase
1-phase

9
138

Medium
Medium/
High

3800
40000

Grid
Grid

2012
2012
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grid

TRL
level
High
High

Weight
(kg)
≈ 3000
Unknown

Application
Grid
Grid

Year
of
Publication
2006
2006

It is important to note that the applicability of developmental devices to a future aircraft, especially those for use in
other industries, has not yet been demonstrated. Technology functions and specifications may alter as devices reach
higher TRL and there is no guarantee that any particular capability of a protection system for a non-aircraft application
will be feasibly implemented on an electrical propulsion aircraft.
C. Fault Current Limiters
When a fault occurs on a compact, low impedance network, a large fault current can be seen in the system. The
maximum fault current which the system will experience will depend on the location of the fault, the fault path
impedance and the power sources (such as DC link capacitances) which will feed current into the fault. Thus the fault
current, if large or sustained, can cause significant damage to components on the network. The use of fault current
limiters reduces that maximum fault current rating of devices, since the current is prevented from reaching its peak.
This functionality can be performed in a variety of ways, including:
1) Fast acting differential protection which measures the di/dt of the current and manipulates circuit breakers
to isolate the fault when the di/dt rating is at fault level (interruption prior to current peak)
2) Control of power electronic switches in converters to switch off at a threshold current value (interruption
prior to current peak)
3) Solid state and Superconducting Fault Current Limiters (SFCLs) for active current limiting (peak
prevention).
Solid state and SFCLs are advantageous in that the fault detection is inherent and does not require a complex
trigger mechanism. However, the recovery time of different SFCL technologies vary20, and so the limitations on their
use for successive faults must be assessed. They are a natural choice of protection device in a superconducting system.
Since future electric propulsion aircraft may need to be superconducting in order to reach feasible system power
densities, SFCLs may prove highly useful in reducing the maximum fault current rating of the other components so
that the overall weight is reduced.
An excerpt of the data gathered on current SFCL projects is given in Table 2.

IV. Trade Space Mapping
The data on available protection devices can be visually analysed to determine feasible protection devices, and
hence possible fault management strategies. Trade space mapping involves plotting multiple aspects of system design
in 3D space. The trade space can then illustrate the status or capability of certain protection devices within that 3D
plot. Trends in the data (such as low TRL of a particular converter topology) can be identified. An example of trade
space mapping of selected fault current limiter devices based on the data in Table 1 is shown in Figure 1:

Figure 1: Example of 3D trade space showing voltage rating, technology and TRL level for various fault
current limiters
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V. Constraints
In order to highlight feasible fault management strategies, the protection device trade space must consider the fact
that all available devices will be subject to a number of constraints. Whilst there are many constraints that will
influence the protection system design, it is important to emphasise those which are specific to an aircraft application
(such as weight) as well as those which may be especially challenging, given the current status of protection
technologies.
It is also important to highlight that these design limitations for a given aircraft are subject to change. The expected
point of EIS for a hybrid aircraft may shift due to governmental pressure to reduce emissions from aircraft sooner, or
may be pushed back where there are financial challenges within the industry or insufficient technology progress. For
example, NASA delayed the expected EIS date of some of its developmental aircraft in 201621, compared to previously
released roadmaps. There may also be aspects of particular technologies (e.g. superconducting cables) whose
constraints will become apparent in the future but are at the moment unknown. Thus the choice of protection devices
which meet the design constraints is subject to a degree of uncertainty resulting from both known unknowns and
unknown unknowns.
Although the specifications for a given future aircraft system may not yet be fully defined, it is possible to identify
from the literature suitable ranges or a threshold value for a particular variable or aspect of design. This helps guide
the selection of protection devices that could form part of a fault management strategy as options that are obviously
unviable are eliminated early on, and focus is given to the most promising technologies. In this way, the feasible region
for protection devices can be identified. Mapping of the constraints must also consider the fact that some constraints
are variable between a small number discrete values (such as defined technology types), and some are variable across
a wide range of values (such as operating time of DC breakers). Furthermore, as part of a process of performing trades
between different FMS constraints it is possible to set some constraints to be constant and then others to vary. For
example, this could involve defining TRL as high and selecting power converters as the technology type, and then
varying the allowable power density and efficiencies. A graphical example of this application of constraints within
the protection device trade space is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Example of 3D trade space showing power rating, topology/ application and TRL level for stateof-the-art power converters
After each iteration of the design process as technology evolves and the constraints become better defined, the
trade space can be updated until there are devices which exist in the feasible region. The feasible region can also be
paralleled to the technology road map to define the feasible region for protection devices across a spectrum of potential
aircraft technology selection dates.
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A. Voltage and Power Ratings
Two of the most immediate constraints are the system voltage and power ratings. Voltages on conventional aircraft
have not yet matched increases in railway or naval system ratings and the existing standards for aero-electrical systems
are only for lower voltage levels up to 270 Vdc 22. However, the probable shift from present aircraft systems rated at
115 Vac, +/- 270 Vdc and 28 Vdc 23 to 700 V in the medium term24, then to voltages in the kV range 25,26 in order to
supply high power propulsion loads with minimal losses is one of the key design factors that differentiates current
protection systems and those of the future.
The voltage ranges for selected hybrid aircraft concepts described in the literature is given in Figure 3:

N+4

N-3X (GE)
N-3X
N-3X(R-R
(RR))

N-3X (R-R)

SUGAR Volt
Possible
Voltage
Range
Optimised
Voltage
Range

N+3

Bauhaus Luftfahrt

N+2

STARC-ABL
Eco-150

N+1

Aircraft Configuration and Time of EIS

Voltage Rating for Various Hybrid Aircraft Concepts

SCEPTOR
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Expected Voltage Rating (kV)
Figure 3: Voltage Rating for Various Hybrid Aircraft Concepts
The voltage data for Boeing’s SUGAR Volt aircraft is taken from the input parameters to the system model 27. The
voltage rating of the bus bar is 10 kV with the power converters rated for 500 V dc and 120 Vac. As an electrical system
architecture is not provided, so it is assumed that the protection devices for this aircraft should be rated for the bus bar
voltage. Further work is needed to fully understand the electrical system which would support the propulsive motors
and batteries in this design.
The STARC-ABL system was not defined for a specific voltage value, but rather was assessed over a range of
voltages from current state-of-the-art aircraft levels to MV naval system ratings. Although the cables in this design
were rated at 1000 V, the protection devices were scaled for power densities at 6500 V28. Therefore, it is likely that
the voltage range indicated in Figure 3 will be reduced or better defined based on trades between efficiency and system
weight.
As mentioned already, the exact voltage ratings for an aircraft may not yet be decided, but reviewing the literature
and the data in Figure 3 gives an indication of likely ranges (1x10 3 V range for superconducting systems, 1x102 V
scale for nearer term ambient temperature aircraft).
B. Weight Budget Constraint
The weight budget constraint is particularly important as the weight of the protection system will form a nonnegligible component of the overall electrical system weight, especially if the system is superconducting due to the
cooling system requirement29. A review of published hybrid electric aircraft literature reveals that there is little
understanding of the impact of the protection system weight upon the feasibility of the overall electric system, since
protection system weight is at times not included in aircraft weight breakdown figures 26,27,30. Focus is in some cases
instead given to the significance of battery weight and design sensitivities to battery improvements and availability.
However, the protection system weight must also be given consideration at this design stage, in view of the need for
security of power supply to the propulsors and the weight of current protection devices.
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It is anticipated that larger aircraft will require larger power systems and hence higher rated protection devices.
Furthermore, the possible change in electrical configuration from conventional electrical systems to superconducting
(STARC-ABL31/ Quadfan26 to N3-X32,33) for larger aircraft implies an increase in total protection system weight.
Published literature on Boeing’s SUGAR Volt aircraft, BHL’s Propulsive Fuselage aircraft and ESAero’s Eco-150
aircraft heavily discussed aeronautical system design but did not state electrical system weight breakdown in sufficient
detail for an effective comparison to be made. Therefore, as previously noted, there is a need for all proposed
architectures to consider electrical protection devices before commencing more detailed system design, as this will
shape other aspects of the electrical propulsion system and form a component of the maximum take-off weight.
C. Component Power Density Constraint
Power density of protection components is a significant constraint and important point of comparison between
technologies. Aircraft concepts which are less developed and targeted towards the far term may not have a defined
total system weight budget, and so it may be difficult to derive the weight constraint for individual components. In
this case, the target component power densities are a useful metric to enable assessment of the feasibility of different
technologies and to define the feasible region within the trade space. This bottom-up approach to quantifying
constraints does overlap with the top-down approach based on the aircraft system level requirements, yet both are
useful means of directing the choice of FMS towards a solution based on protection devices which fulfil the aircraft
constraints.
At present the power density of silicon based power electronics for aircraft is around 2.2 kW/kg 4. Advances in
silicon carbide (SiC) switching devices are expected to increase the power density to 9 kW/kg for aircraft power
electronics applications by around 20354. Yet this is still less than the 19 kW/kg target for complete power converters
on the N+3 NASA STARC-ABL aircraft, and the 13 kW/ kg for the N+1 SCEPTOR aircraft28. Raytheon have begun
developing novel High Temperature Silicon Carbide power modules specifically targeted towards a More Electric
Aircraft (MEA) power system34. Although the exact power densities of these devices are not yet published, this
demonstrates that SiC power electronics are already being investigated as an enabling technology for future aircraft.
Moreover, Thales are developing Power Electronics Modules (PEMs) for MEA applications with a current power
density of 2-3 kW/kg for today’s devices, 6 kW/kg for next generation modules and ultimately 9-15 kW/kg for N+2
devices35. This is in a similar range as the values quoted about for NASA’s SCEPTOR project and is further verified
by the N+2 PEMs reaching TRL 5 in 2015. The modularity of this design may be useful for scaling up these power
converters for higher power rated systems.
Furthermore, a state-of-the art rectifier developed by ETH Zurich aimed at MEA applications achieved a power
density of 9.44 kW/kg and a volumetric power density of 14.1 kW/dm3 rated for a 10 kW system36. Almost half (48%)
the total volume was derived from the EMI filter, which highlights the fact that the bulky filter components are an
area in need of improvement for future power electronic devices. The rated voltage for this device was in the range of
320-480 Vac, which is more suitable for powering electronic subsystem networks on hybrid aircraft as opposed to
electric propulsion loads. However, if this power density could be scaled to the kV range, this would make AC-DC
conversion with DC transmission more attractive.
1. Automotive Converter Power Density
Whilst advances in aircraft high power density converters have yet to be fully realised, the automotive industry
has already seen an increase in power converter ratings for electric and hybrid vehicles over the last decade 37. It is
possible that a similar level of development could be achieved in aircraft power converters, if a similar level of
investment is achieved. Furthermore, power electronics in Formula 1 electric vehicle systems also give an indication
of technology improvements that might be possible, as this is an area of the automotive industry in which the
constraints on weight and volume are particularly stringent, yet where there is funding and motivation to develop
means of overcoming such challenges. One such example would be McLaren’s Motor Control Unit (MCU) which
contains a 14V DC-DC converter using SiC MOSFETS12 which offers greater power density (over 20 kW/kg38) and
reduced cooling requirements in comparison to previous models and is a market leader. This shows that SiC power
electronics are already being exploited in automotive systems to increase efficiency and power density, which is a
good indicator for potential success in aerospace applications.
2. Power Density of SFCLs
The current power density of SFCLs is very low, due to the fact that they are typically one-off installations on
terrestrial grids used to protect critical sections of a network. The lowest weighted SFCL published in the Electric
Power Research Institute Technology Review20 as of 2012 was 907 kg rated at 22.9 kV. If this weight were to be
linearly scaled as a very basic metric for a 10 kV aircraft system (such as the N-3X) then the expected weight would
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be in the region of 396 kg. This significantly higher than the 2.8 kg weight of the 11.19 MW rated SFCLs required for
the cross redundant multi-feeder architecture suggested for the N-3X aircraft39.
However, the SFCLs installed currently on the grid must have their own cryogenic system, which adds to the
overall weight. Devices on a superconducting aircraft would be able to benefit from weight savings due to a centralised
cryogenic system supplying all the superconducting devices. Furthermore, SFCLs developed for aircraft would
naturally have a reduced weight due to components being chosen specifically to minimise weight, which may not be
the case in SFCL technology demonstrators. However, the reductions in SFCL weight which are required to increase
power density ratings from ≈ 4 kW/kg of TRL 5-6 devices in 2013 to the 4000 kW/kg mentioned in the same study39,
imply that SFCLs are not likely to feature in any FMS for N+1 or N+2 aircraft. Whilst naval SFCLs currently under
development40,41 are expected to reduce weight and volume compared to terrestrial systems, it is expected that this
technology will need to be developed and demonstrated in naval systems before being adapted and further reduced in
size for a hybrid aircraft.
This demonstrates the significant discrepancy in current technology development and desired target specifications.
It is then worth noting that the weight constraint (the available protection device weight budget) may dictate that
certain protection devices are simply unviable for a given aircraft entry into service.
3. Power Density of MVDC Circuit Breakers
Another weight sensitive design technology is MVDC circuit breakers. A comparison of protection system total
weight and the projected weight of MVDC breakers across a number of hybrid aircraft concepts which specify this
device as part of the electrical architecture is shown in Table 4, where the values are either from data in the literature
or calculated from stated power densities of the protection equipment.
Table 4: Overview of total protection device weight for a selection of hybrid aircraft
Aircraft

Developer

Time
Frame4

Protection Devices on
Network

N+1
N+3

Total Weight
of Protection
Devices (kg)*
3.8
13.6

10 DC circuit breakers
4 DC circuit breakers

Individual DC
Breaker Weight
(kg)
0.4
6.87

SCEPTOR28
STARCABL28
Hybrid Quadfan26
N-3X32

NASA
NASA
Bauhaus
Luftfahrt
Rolls-Royce
and NASA

N+3

252

5 SSPCs (DC)

50.5†

N+4

5438‡

62.5§

GE and
NASA

N+4

1237**

60 AC breakers, DC
breakers (18 high
power &128 low
power), 134 fault
current limiters
20 Hybrid AC
breakers, 20 Hybrid
DC breakers (16 low
power & 4 higher
power), 68 disconnects

N-3X33

71.84††

The DC circuit breakers which are employed in the X-57 SCEPTOR architecture will be current commercial
devices since the plane is intended to begin flight testing in 201842. This then provides an indication of what is currently
feasible on a smaller scale than a single aisle passenger aircraft.
Although SSPCs form part of the architecture outlined in Table 4, they are not available rated at 3000 V, and
currently have a maximum rating of 270 Vdc at 25 A43. Whilst a novel SSPC prototype for MEA systems operating at
*

Does not include the converter weights
Based on 44 kW/kg power density and 2220 kW electric propulsion power 26, assuming SSPCs are rated for full
motor power
‡
Weight for Multi-Feeder architecture base line weight32 (page 145 in reference)
§
Based on a high power SSCB rated at 12.5 MW and with a 200 kW/kg expected power density
**
Total protection weight for 8 kV system to optimise overall weight, but individual DC breaker rated for 10 kV
††
Hybrid DC breaker scaled to 10 MW rating
†
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540 Vdc has been demonstrated44, the assumption that N+3 hybrid systems could utilise SSPCs for DC fault
management is based on a very significant development in solid state switches suitable for SSPCs (in terms of V/I
ratings and on-state losses) and on the energy dissipation capacity of the switch.
The remaining scenarios have stipulated a DC breaker power density of 200 kW/kg which was identified in a
recent NASA study as a best case scenario rating32. However, given that example solid state DC breakers of TRL 5-6
(verified in a relevant environment) had a power density of 14 kW/kg in 2013 39, this infers an increase in power
density more than ten times the current level. Whilst some of this could be achieved by improvements in solid state
switches, operation at higher power will demand greater cooling which may offset these improvements. At present,
available IGBT silicon devices from Mitsubishi and Infineon have a maximum voltage blocking rating of 6.5 kV and
a maximum current rating of 1.5 kA33, which means that these devices would not be suitable for use in current N-3X
FMS designs.
Furthermore, Electro-Mechanical Circuit Breakers (EMCBs) may not be suitable for all future aircraft
applications. For example, commercially available vacuum MVDC breakers from ABB rated at 12 kV and nominal
current 2kA have a weight of 121 kg and require between 33-60 ms to open in response to a fault45. Whilst this device
is rated in similar voltage and current ranges for the N-3X aircraft, the speed of operation of the breaker may be too
slow for compact low impedance aircraft networks, and the weight is almost certainly too large given the estimated
target weight of 20–72 kg32,33.
4. Alternatives to MVDC Circuit Breakers
Therefore, while it is important to identify target values of power density, it must be understood that such ideals
may not be realised in the chosen development time frame. Alternatives to DC breakers need to be sought in order to
ensure that protection of DC distribution on aircraft can be achieved. One such alternative to both SSCBs and EMCBs
are DC disconnect switches. These switches do not interrupt the fault current, but rather isolate a fault and allow
reconfiguration of the network after the fault has been cleared by AC circuit breakers 46. Thus the device must only
interrupt small leakage currents in the order of mA which reduces both the volume and mass of the overall device.
The weight of DC disconnects has been estimated as 6.49 kg for a 10 kV, 10 MW rated disconnect, which could be
scaled with a power density rating of 1540 kW/kg33. This power density is significantly higher than the current ratings
of DC circuit breakers, and the weight is much less than the estimated DC breaker weight of 71.84 kg described in the
same study. Although disconnects with a superconducting repulsive disc are still at low TRL, the possibility that some
of the DC breakers on a network will be replaced by DC disconnects (or a similar non-current interrupting technology)
in order to reduce the protection system weight has implications for the FMS as well as the architecture design, since
greater sections of network must be de-energised during a fault clearing process47.
D. Volume Constraint
The volume of devices is also a concern, given the limited space which is available within the airframe. This is
particularly pertinent for converter devices which may require large filtering components or insulation. For example,
one DC-DC converter study highlighted that there was a volume utilisation of around 50% in the converter, which
was due to large isolation distances and material needed to achieve galvanic isolation48. Volume is also an important
constraint in DC conventional circuit breakers since the components that stretch and extinguish the arc are bulky and
contribute to the overall large volume of the device49. Solid state devices are an alternative; however, they are
susceptible to higher conduction losses. Therefore, the constraints on the protection device trade space may influence
the technology types which are feasible.
Secondly, protection devices must physically fit within the airframe. It is likely that the propulsion will be
distributed, so the devices will have to be located in a variety of positions. Larger devices are more difficult to
accommodate, especially where integration with novel aircraft configurations (such as Blended Wing Body or Double
Bubble50) is required.
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Figure 4: Transformer and rectifier device shown to indicate scale 51
1. Volume Constraint Case Study
A recent prototype AC-DC-AC converter tested by ABB in a Swiss shunt locomotive was rated at 1.2 MW
although able to operate at a slightly higher level for a short time 51. The device has a weight of 4500 kg and the scale
is evident from Figure 4. This highlights the discrepancy between the current status of converters rated around 1 MW,
and the reduction in scale that would be required in order to transfer this technology to an aircraft application.
Furthermore, the cooling of this device benefits from the natural convection of the train draft which would not be
possible on a pressurised aircraft, which implies that an alternative cooling mechanism would be appropriate. This
example shows some of the complexity which can arise in transferring technology across application areas.
E. Availability
The database also provides a means to assess the current availability of different technology types. Regardless of
the chosen electrical architecture, the protection system is fundamentally constrained by the availability of technology.
Devices must be certified for use on an aircraft at the point where the aircraft and its subsystems are defined ahead of
the EIS or they cannot be part of the fault management strategy. In pursuing novel protection devices, there is a risk
that the technologies may not reach maturity within the required time frame or may have limits on their level of
certification. Given the risk adverse nature of the aerospace industry, there is also the possibility that air framers may
be reluctant to adopt technology that has not demonstrated long term reliability in an aircraft environment. Also,
devices may theoretically be commercially available, yet the cost or complexity in manufacturing may entail that there
is a limit on the number of units which can feasibly be used on an aircraft. Therefore, it is possible that the TRL of a
given device may render it available from the electrical system design perspective, yet the aerospace industry may
choose not to employ such a technology.
A comparison of current protection technology and the range of devices which are required to be available at the
N+3 to N+ 4 time frames are shown in Table 5:
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Table 5: Current technology availability and desired protection devices for N+3 and N+4 aircraft
Aspect of FMS
Current Technology
Desired Technology in N+3/ N+4
Timeframe
Fault Current
LVAC breakers
MVDC SSCBs
Interruption
LVDC breakers
MW Rated controlled power
SSPCs43
converters
Maximum Fault
Current Reduction

Fuses
Generator Circuit Breaker (GCB)82

Network
Reconfiguration

Bus tie breakers (BTB)87
SSPCs

MW Rated controlled power
converters83,25
Fault current limiting breaker84,
Fast differential protection85,56
SFCL86,32,25
MVDC bus ties32,33
MVDC breakers28,32,33
MVAC breakers
MVDC disconnects33

As shown in Table 5, there is a much larger range of protection devices that are desired for longer term aircraft
configurations, in order to support the increased flexibility, complexity and power ratings of the network. Although
SFCLs are installed in a number of terrestrial grids, superconductivity is considered an N+4 technology for aircraft 4
and so devices such as SFCLs and superconducting repulsive disc disconnects33 are unlikely to be commercially
available before then. It is also worth noting the increased use of converters as part of an FMS. The exact functionality
of these devices within an FMS is dependent on the topology and location on the network, and their feasibility depends
on the converters reaching higher power densities.
The data in Table 5 is not inclusive of N+1 or N+2 electrical propulsion systems. This is due to the limited
publications detailing electrical propulsion systems which relate to this development time frame. NASA’s SBIR
contracts with ESAero52 have considered electrical machine ratings and the impact of battery weight, as well as the
feasibility of ambient temperature distributed electrical propulsion30. However, a detailed description and evaluation
of the electrical network and particularly the protection devices were not within the scope of that study. The protection
devices would have to operate at 700 V and the motor rating is 170 kW, but the converter or circuit breaker ratings
are not given. As the weight of the protection devices for electrical propulsion aircraft is non-negligible (and the study
itself states that the transformers would be too large for this application), an accurate assessment of the FMS viability
is required in order to ensure that the basic electrical system described is feasible for the development timeframe
available.
1. MVAC Breakers Availability
AC breakers are an established technology which are already in use on conventional aircraft 53, as well across other
applications such as naval systems where AC transmission is in use. Therefore, it is anticipated that it will
comparatively less challenging (compared to DC breakers) to source AC breakers of suitable rating and power density
for hybrid propulsion aircraft, and indeed, published TeDP (Turboelectric Distributed Propulsion) electrical
architectures utilise AC breakers at both the generator and motor sides of the network 54.
2. MVDC breakers availability
MVDC breakers, however, are far more challenging to realise on a future aircraft. This is due to the fact that in
order to interrupt the power flow in the high power density circuit, the current needs to be reduced to zero. AC circuits
exhibit inherent zero crossing behaviour, which allows physical disconnection of the circuit at the point of zero current.
In DC breakers this is of course not possible, which means that additional circuit complexity must be incorporated to
deliver a near zero current. Existing methods used to achieve disconnection and energy dissipation, some of which
involve arc chutes, others requiring large capacitors and inductors to create a resonant circuit, are typically bulky 15
and may not be suitable for high power density systems.
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3. MVDC Breaker Case study
State-of-the-art naval and marine power system designs have increasingly employed DC power, which has led to
a growing need for suitable DC breakers. In order to support the use of a DC bus supplying multiple high power AC
drives, Siemens developed a method of splitting sections of the network to minimise the impact of short circuits. The
IGBT bus circuit breaker (called “Integrated Load Controller”) is capable of < 20 µs interrupt time, trips at 7 kA, is
rated for 930 Vdc and has a recovery time of 10 ms after a short circuit has occurred 55. Since this technology has
reached high TRL (already been implemented on first operational vessels) 56 and is capable of very fast response to
MVDC faults, this may be a device that has potential cross-over to a future aircraft application. Another aspect of this
use of a differential protection mechanism is that the device reacts to high di/dt on the bus, meaning that the fault is
isolated before maximum fault current is reached which would also be advantageous for a hybrid aircraft system.
F. Altitude Constraint
Another major challenge for the safe operation of electrical aircraft systems is the impact of high altitude on
component operation. Aircraft systems have traditionally been limited by Paschen’s law which describes the
breakdown voltage of air at high altitudes57. However, with much higher propulsive electrical loads it is likely that the
voltage rating will be above this conventional limit. Novel protection devices which have been developed for other
applications will not have been proven at high altitude, and so it is unclear what effect this may have on the insulation
requirements of the system. It is advantageous, therefore, to develop aero-specific protection devices from the outset
and to begin to understand the complexities introduced to a fault management strategy as a result of operating at higher
voltages in an aircraft environment subject to vibrations and variations in temperature and pressure.
G. Thermal Constraints
The required thermal management system for a chosen aero-electrical power system may have significant negative
impact on performance (weight and efficiency)58. There may also be a limitation on where devices can be located if
there is risk of the heat transfer from devices interfering with or causing damage to surrounding components. The
cooling load for SFCLs or other superconducting devices constrains the system as a sufficient coolant mass flow rate
must be maintained. Thermal losses from protection devices lower the efficiency so constraints on the maximum
allowable heat transfer may apply. If batteries are to be used on the electrical network, then there may also be an
optimal temperature for the environment surrounding the battery which would also pose a potential thermal constraint.
H. Combination of Devices
Thus far, protection devices have been discussed individually, yet there are advantages to be gained by combining
different types of devices, such as greater redundancy and more flexible reconfiguration. However, there are trades to
be made between the increased security of supply gained from the use of multiple devices on a section of network
against the weight and efficiency penalty associated with increasing the number of devices. For example, reducing the
maximum fault current rating for circuit breakers and cables by the addition of fault current limiters to the network47.
Thus, the use of multiple, varied devices may lessen the impact of some constraints (maximum fault current in this
case) yet makes other aspects of the FMS more difficult to achieve (minimal total weight). Therefore, the development
of the FMS must consider the full electrical system in order to fully optimise the overall system efficiency.

VI. Mapping of Constraints Interdependency
In the first instance, it is important to identify the main constraints on the design of the FMS for a given system.
However, as each constraint impacts on other constraints and design considerations it is necessary to understand the
interdependencies between constraints. By mapping out the connections between different constraints the relative
criticality of each can be weighted. This enables constraints to be ranked according to which are the most critical for
a given system. In this way the FMS is shaped by the most challenging constraints and the effect of any changes in
constraints over time can be anticipated.
In order to demonstrate how this method of constraint mapping can be applied to the design of a future aircraft
FMS, the following example is given using a selection of constraints. A number of likely constraints for an aircraft
system are shown in
Figure 5. There are many more constraints not included in this example that would be considered for a complete FMS,
however the constraints identified here are all of the “first order”. Future work would involve classifying constraints
as first or second order. It could also be argued that almost every constraint impacts on the others in some way, so it
should be emphasised that at this point in the process the focus is to clarify the most crucial connections between
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constraints in order to simplify and direct the choice of FMS for a given system. Furthermore, choosing the most
relevant constraints at this point is not necessarily straight forward, particularly due to the number of unknowns at this
stage and the relatively low TRL of some of the protection technologies. However, these initial constraints have been
identified from reviewing the aircraft and protection system requirements.
A. Constraint Dependency Example
If the constraint “Maximum Allowable Thrust Loss” is taken as an example, then it can be seen that there are a
number of possible interdependencies between this constraint and the other selected constraints shown in the diagram.
This can be explained as follows:
 Maximum allowable thrust loss for the aircraft is likely to be defined by safety standards, but also linked to
the certification of the aircraft59.
 The impact of loss of power to the motors (leading to loss of thrust) will also depend on how quickly the
protection system can respond to a fault and reconfigure power flow. This in turn is subject to redundant
power being installed on the system and whether or not the network architecture enables this power to be
delivered to any remaining motors.
 The power rating of the motors is also dependent on the allowable loss of thrust as if motors are overrated
then loss of thrust due to fault at a single motor may be reduced, if the remaining generation capacity is
sufficient.
In this way it is possible to identify key relationships between protection constraints as well as any sensitivities to
changes to the design criteria.

Strong Interdependency
Weaker Interdependency

Figure 5: Constraint mapping
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B. Selection of Most Important Constraint
Once the key constraints have been identified from reviewing the aircraft requirements and the interdependencies
have been mapped, the next stage is to ascertain the most important constraint (MIC). A constraint may be selected as
the MIC based on a variety of factors such as technology limitations/progress, number of interlinked constraints and
commercial innovation opportunities.
Since the design of the FMS for a future electrical propulsion aircraft is subject to many complex constraints,
ranking the constraints in terms of criticality enables the selection of a single, important constraint. Thereafter, the
choice of protection devices, FMS and ultimately network architecture will be defined in the first instance by the need
to meet this constraint. By iterating this process, it is possible that an alternative MIC may be adopted, or that the MIC
will vary depending on the aircraft developmental timeline.
C. Target Weight Budget as MIC
Based on the protection device database and initial trade space mapping, the MIC for the design of protection on
electrical propulsion aircraft is likely to be the target weight budget. Whilst weight could be considered as a component
level constraint or a systems level target, the available weight budget for aircraft with later points of EIS is a hard limit
which has implications for the choice of FMS. The weight budget as a constraint is therefore useful in eliminating
unviable FMSs at an early point in the design process. Furthermore, reduction in weight is the main goal which must
be achieved before technologies developed for other applications can be transferred to an aircraft system. Weight is
also one of the most challenging constraints to physically implement as typically improvements made to system
performance or reliability lead to an addition of weight. This is made yet more difficult by the increasing power levels
in aircraft, resulting in the situation where the weight must reduce while the system power ratings increase.
Fundamentally, the fact remains that electrical propulsion aircraft have been pursued as a means to reduce aircraft
emissions and this can only be achieved where the effect of adding electrical propulsion is offset by a reduction in
fuel burn. Therefore, it is clear that on the one hand the weight of the electrical system must be minimised as far as
possible, and on the other the FMS must be reliable, robust and contend with a large variety of complex constraints.

VII. Conclusion
In conclusion, it is evident that the protection devices employed on an electrical propulsion aircraft form a crucial
part of the system design. The availability, TRL and range of capability of protection devices at an aircraft’s point of
final electrical design will have a significant impact on the feasible fault management strategies, and hence the
available electrical architectures. The protection device trade space highlights the fact that further development of
current technologies, as well as innovative concepts, are needed before there are a range of established devices which
are feasible for future aircraft. The constraints surrounding the design of an electrical propulsion protection system
are demanding, particularly in regard to those which are specific to aero electrical systems (such as weight), and
prioritising the correct constraints in order to achieve an optimised system design is not straight forward. Furthermore,
this paper has shown that the interdependencies between constraints can be assessed even before the architecture is
decided, which allows the impact of variations in the range or rating of a particular constraint to be understood. In
light of these constraints and the requirement for high reliability of the whole electrical system, it is imperative that
the protection system is considered from the outset to ensure the viability of the chosen FMS. Therefore, by applying
a process of electrical network design that is driven by the protection requirements, constrained by the relevant system
limitations and informed by the available protection devices, the most optimal electrical power system architecture
can be achieved.
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